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1 - Chao Garden- Intro

*Waves* Hello! I am Chai. I'll be you're guide. As you already know, This is going to be multable
chapters with the different Chao in each garden. Simple eh? I have a few memory cards with the three
gardens. This is the introduction for our story. I swear, the other chapters won't be so… You know. Since
this is based in the Chao Gardens, I will use no fowel language or bad terms… As if I ever would. I…
Can't think of anything else. Um… See ya?



2 - Chao Story- Nutral Garden

Hello! It's I, Chai again! This is my first REAL chapter! Enjoy! I will start with the nutral garden, Alright? I
will introduce each Chao, how I got them, and have them say a few things about them selves. Alright?
Hear they are! Memory card One- Main.

Me (Chai)!: You know a lot about me already: I was bought from the Black Market by Tails when I was
an egg. He has always loved me

Chapon: This is Chapon, my boyfriend. He belongs to sonic. He was one of the two eggs when you first
start off and he is a hero chaos Chao. Do you have anything to say, Chapon?

Chapon: “I'm Hungry!”

Chai: You're always hungry *Tosses fruit at him* There.

Chai: That's it for the Nutral Garden, since this turned out so short, I'll name the Chao at school:

Sprit: As said, she is at school, so no comments. She is a normal hero chao with all dragon parts. She is
going to rencarnate soon.

Mr. Jiggles: Dispite the funny name, he is Ghostie, the chao in the Hero Garden's Dad.

Cholly: Cholly is a shiney red chao, she is Ghostie's Mother.

Chai: That's it for this chapter! Next: The Hero Garden! Since there is only one Chao in there I'll have to
think of some kind of special, any Ideas?

Chapon: *Shrugs*

Sprit: Nope…



Chai: SOMONE has to have SOMETHING!



3 - My Chao- Hero Garden

Chai: Yup, I remember living here, the Hero Garden. Where is Ghostie…?

Ghostie: Hi!

Chai: *Turns around* Oh, Hello.

Ghostie: Transparent green Chao. Smile and happy-closed eyes. Still a little baby. Notin' much to say
here.

Chai… What do you do here? There are no other Chao to play with or anything… Seams really boring.

Ghostie: Well, I swim and eat and race and hide and fly and dive off the diving board.

Chai: You said you race, have you ever won?

Ghostie: the first level of swimming… I think that's it. What about you? I've heard a lot about you from
Tails.

Chai: Tails talks about me?

Ghostie: Yup.

Chai: … Well, I've won all the races except the hero race, I'm not eligible to enter it because I'm a hero.

Ghostie: How many metals is that?

Chai: *Counts on fingers* I'm not sure.

Ghostie: … Anything else?

Chai… Um… All right. If you could describe you're self, how would you?

Ghostie: Shy and maybe dis- Hey, what's that? *Ghostie points to something on the wall*

Chai: Oh that's a camer-

Ghostie: Ahh! *Hides behind pillar*

Chai: … Camera Shy? *Comes behind pillar*

Ghostie: Yah…



Chai: *Stop watch beeps* I have to go

Ghostie: Bye! *Waves*

******Waves Note******

Having fun? Well, I hope this is not TOO short. I swear, I'll introduce all the other memory card chao than
I will start a REAL story. Until that time, it's a mystery!



4 - My chao- Final chapter of memory card One!

Chai: You know, this job has its downs. I now have to interview Shadow, one of the most evil and wicked
little chao I've ever seen… Takes after his father. I suppose all dark Chao are like that, though. I don't
know how they can live there. It is damp and cold and that blood stream is just CREEPY! *Shivers* How
do they do it…? *Nervously descends down the dark garden steps and is about to enter the garden when
she hears a creepy, bone chilling voice. *

Chilling voice: Who are you?!

Chai: I'm Chai, from the neutral garden. Tails has sent me to talk to you.

Chilling voice: *A shadowy figure appears from out a tree* Than what does he request?

Chai: Shadow, I need to ask you a few questions for a story.

Shadow (Shadowy figure): shadow chao, green spike strips with blood red tips, temper problem… well,
actually not really, but he is very grumpy.

Shadow: What sort of… Story?

Chai: An autobiography of all the chao.

Shadow: Very well than… *Shadow steps foreword*

Chai: *flips through note pad* Well… Have you won any races? (Says nervously)

Shadow: *Glares* I have a badge, what do YOU think.?!

Chai : *looks to badge* (To self) Running badge…

Shadow… Well?

Chai: … Oh! D-D-do y-

Shadow: Spit it out child! (Says irritated)

Chai: Do you ever wish to have a family or friend?

Shadow: Why, not like you'd live here!

Chai: True, but I'd visit if someone told me I could.



Shadow: … *Arranges spikes* Get on with it.

Chai: I think that is it…

Shadow: … * waits* You can go now!

Chai: See you later than…

Shadow: I hope not…

Wave's note:

I'm done with memory card one! Now for memory card two!
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